Module 3

Conservation

‘Will I survive?’ Extinction Game
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Children will take part in a real-life simulation (role-play game) to explore how and why a plant
becomes extinct. The expected outcome will be a real appreciation of the concept
of extinction, its causes, levels of threat, and the impact of extinction at a local or global scale.
During this game, common events will affect the resource available to all plants but will affect
the survival of some plants more than others because they have more specialised needs.

Aims
To introduce the concept of plant extinction.
To identify the most likely causes of plant extinction.
To appreciate the different impact of extinction on a local versus global scale.

Teaching sequence
Essential material for this game is provided in the Media Gallery Conservation M3 Game
Instructions and Story (Resource cards, Character cards and Recording sheets). Teachers
must read the game guidelines carefully before beginning.
1.

Children will be given the role of a particular plant randomly. They will have to study the
character card (see Teachers’ notes example 1) and appreciate the different resources
they need to survive.

2.

The children will receive some of the light, water and nutrient resource cards each (see
Teachers’ notes example 2), distributed randomly as happens in nature.

3.

The children need to examine whether their character (plant) can survive with these randomly distributed resources alone and to assess which ones are missing.

4.

Other light, nutrient and water resource cards are distributed randomly around the classroom (or area where you are playing). Give children a couple of minutes to search for and
collect other resource cards that they need for their survival. The teacher should then
give out the site cards using exactly the correct number for each specific plant character
(common, invasive or rare plants).

5.

A narrator should read the story. At each appropriate point, the children will need to give
up or collect extra resource or site cards, according to the events described in the story.

6.

At the end of the game only some plants will have all the resources they need to survive;
other plants will have disappeared because of changes in the environment, while some
invasive plants will have gained sites. This is the beginning of some plants going extinct.

7.

Ask children to record the causes of the extinctions that occur in the game and the impact
of this event on a local and/or global scale

8.

Sheet C5 can be used to recap the causes and effects of human induced plant extinction.
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Teachers’ notes
You need to read the guidelines, download and photocopy (amounts will vary with number in class) the materials for the game
from the Media Gallery Conservation M3 Game Instructions and Story (Resource cards, Character cards and Recording sheets).
You can laminate and re-use the character cards, resource cards, and the storyboard. Examples of a plant character card and
the resource cards used in the ‘Will I survive’ game are shown below. Children may need to work in pairs so a poor reader is
paired with a partner who has good reading skills. Sheet C5 shows soil erosion and the role plants play in soil conservation. The
ground cover provided by the vegetation maintains the stability of the land, particularly on the steepest slopes, and prevents
landslides and catastrophic events when there is heavy rainfall. If trees and other vegetation are removed this protection is taken
away. Once this has happened the original situation cannot be restored
without
intervention. However soil and vegetation
My name
is Daisyhuman
(Bellis perennis)
take a long time to develop and cannot be replaced instantly.
I am a perennial flower, living in meadows from sea level to 2000m altitude.
I am found as a weed in many gardens.
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The role-play game ‘Will I survive?’ can be made even more active by making posters or big pictures of the events described.
On these posters children can list the impact of the event on resources and site availability, e.g. drought, road building, house
construction. Children could work through an ‘event trail’ moving from one picture to another.
There are a number of games that can be played to show the balance between animal / plant populations and other natural
resources. For a range of further games please visit www.kew.org / education / wildlife zone pack.
Example 1: Character card
My name is Daisy (Bellis perennis)
To live I need…

I am a perennial flower, living in meadows from sea level to 2000m altitude.
I am found as a weed in many gardens.
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Temperature
If I have all these resources I
can live in 20 sites.

+35° C Max

+28° C

Front of card				

Back of card

To live I need…

Example 2: Resource cards
Water ser

Water			

Nutrients

Light

Light 		

Nutrients
Temperature

If I have all these resources I
can live in 20 sites.

+35° C Max

+28° C
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Sites

Plants and soil conservation
Work in groups and sort the following pictures into the correct order starting from the number
one. Try and imagine what the last one in the sequence might be and draw it.
1

1. What happened?

Today I learned

C5

